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This paper completes the determination of simple groups of order 
/I 3” 2”, p a prime. If  G is such a group, the X-group paper infers that 
p 5, 7, 13, or 17. The case p ~~ 5 was treated by Brauer in [2] using tech- 
nic] ucs of modular character theory. ‘l’he cases p 7 and p = 17 were treated 
in [7] and [8] using techniques of modular character theory in conjunction 
with the X-group paper. The case 0 13 is treated here. 
‘on is that of [6], [7], or [8]. Iicre G is a minimal simple group 
3” 2h other than F’S’&(3). \Ve p rove the following main 
The notati 
of order I3 
theorem. 
‘I‘HEORERI I. The only simple group of order 13 . 3” ’ 2b is PSI,,(3). 
In this paper we show that the only simple group of order 13 3” 2” is 
PSL,(3). The proof is similar in spirit to that of [7] and [8]. It differs in the 
analysis of a nonsolvable 3-local subgroup seemingly because X,(3) is a 
characteristic three group. The characterizations of Sp,(3) and E,(3) appear- 
ing in the :\‘-group paper [5] do not apply as in [7]. Instead, we use relevant 
lemmas from the ,V-group paper which apply in our case to eliminate certain 
configurations. Part of the work is bawd on arguments from an early unpub- 
lished version of the N-group paper diffcrcnt from the published version. 
\Ve have included these arguments hcrc for completeness. 
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Proof of Corollary I. This f  11 0 ows from [S], [2] Main ‘Theorem, [7] 
‘I’heorem 1, [8] Theorem I and Theorem I of this paper. 
2. PROPERTIES OF PSL,(3) 
\Yc require some properties of P%,(3) w ic we state in this section with- h’ h 
nut proof. 
2A. The group P&(3) g X,(3). Th e outer automorphism group has 
order two. There is a unique extension of SL,(3) by an element of order two 
vvhich has no element of order 26. Call this SL,(3)*. 
2B. There are two irreducible representations of degree 3 over GF(3), 
i 11 I and 4, Here & == ($rt))r. There are two of degree six which arc: the 
symmetric tensors of #r and &. Call these r, and r, . Denote ri, i mu I, 2, 
the symmetric tensors of $i . I f  S&(3) ac s on a 3-group II with a 13-element t 
acting fixed point freely, ~ H / =: 27”. I f  F! is the modular character corrc- 
spending to r, , then T,(T) == 0, ~~(0) :== 2, where 7 is an element of order 4 
in S1,,(3), u .= 7-Z. 
2C. .\ Sylow 3-group is non-Abelian exponent 3 of order 27. There arc‘ 
two conjugate classes of 3-groups R, and B, of order 9 which when rcpre- 
sc.nted 1)~ either #r or z,!J~ centralize a subspace of the vector space on which 
zL, acts of dimension two. In the representation L!J, , we may choose 
54(f4) f,(i 1 q, (; 1 g, $hQ,):- (ii 8 i); (i i y1;. 
i 
I f  4,(H) acts on right column vectors, &(L3,) fi. xes a subgroup of order 3, 
Z/J,(&) fixes a subgroup of order 9. Here #,(B,) ccntralizcs a subgroup of 
order 9, #,(B,) a subgroup of order 3. 
If  P, acts on a vector space W, a Sylow 3-group centralizes a subspace of 
11’ of dimension one. 
2D. B Sylow 3-normalizer N of S&(3) has order 27 . 4. There are, ther-c- 
fort, 13 . 4 Sylow 3-groups. A Sylow 3-normalizer of X,(3)* has order 
27 8. There are exactly two proper subgroups of S&(3) between IV and 
X,(3) each of index 13. One is the stabilizer of a projective point, the other 
the stabilizer of a projective line. 
2E. There are two classes of elements of order 3 in Z,(3). I f  Q/J~ acts on 
1. over GF(3), a central 3-element fixes a subspace of P’ of order 9. A non- 
central 3-element centralizes a subspace of order 3. Three particular conju- 
gates of a central 3-element generate Z,(3). Two particular conjugates of a 
noncentral 3-element generate a group of order 39. 
2F. The group X.43) is generated b\; three pal-titular conjugates of an 
involution 7. A maximal Ahelian subgroup of a Sylow 2-group has order at 
most 8 for Z,(3) or S&(3)“. I f  D is an involution in X,(3)* but not X,,(3), 
0 togcthrr with someconjugategencrates a subgroup containing a conjugate of7. 
A faithful1 representation on a vector space over GF(3) in which AI 
involution centralizes only a suhspace of’ dimension one is of degree 3. 
3. SiX1AJ.L C‘ASES 
;is an element of order 13 is self-centralizing, the normalizer of ~1 Svlow 
13-group has order 13 . s where s I 12. As there is ;I 2- or 3-local subgroup 
containing a section isomorphic to X,(3), and a Sylow 13-normalizer in _ 
ST&j has order 13 3, s is 3, 6, or 12. \Ve show first that in G, s = 12. 
‘l’his argument is comparatiwly straightforlvard and was carried out first to 
the author’s knowledge hy 11. Hall Jr. 
Suppose s ~~~ 6. Sylow’s theorem states 3” . 2” 6 (mod 13). By [6, 
Lemma 6.21, there are characters x1 of degree 3” and sZ of degree 2”. .Zs 
3,’ 1 or _t6 (mod 13) by [I], 3” 1 (mod 13). Now 2” 6 (mod I?). 
In particular, xz is exceptional and there are exactly two exceptional char- 
:Icters of degree 2”. ‘I’he degree equation is now 1 T 3” ~- 2” I 1: -3 Spy, ~-~ 0, 
\\hcrc L, 8, (mod 13), 6, ~I I, As 2” I 6 (mod 13), II ~~ 5 + I?m, m an 
integer. In particular, 2” ~~ I (mod 3). Considering the degree equation 
mod 3, it follows that some .Y, :-_ 21, i 3,..., 6. But now [6, 1,cmma 5.3 OI- 
6.21 implies z h and WC have a contradiction. ‘L’his shokvs s /’ 6. 
S11pp0se th 5 ~~ 3. I\oiv \Yc’ 113vc 3’1 2” 3 (rued 13). r\lso 3,’ 3 or 
3” I (mod 13). Assume first 3” 3 (mod 13). ‘I’hen 2” I (mod 13). 
The degree equation is 1 + ? 3y -._ _ 3” 78 ls 7h I (mod 13), 12 !J 
and so 2” 1 (mod 3). Considering the dcgrer cqriation mod 3 and using 
16, ixmma 6.21, ci _ 0, 1’3 I; and the degree equation is I ~ 2 2” 3”. 
‘I’hcrc arc no solutions with I2 h and this case is impossible. In i‘act, thr 
only solutions of 1 $~ 3 2” 3” arc I 2 ~= 3 and I s 9. 
‘I-his shc~ws 3” 1 and 2” 3 (~llod 13). In particular, h 4-- Ihr. 
‘I-he degree equation is I 1 3” 2” 1~ 3> 2H. .-Is above, ,5-c ca,, assuII1c 
Jb.2” i 2” or 3’ and so it is I em 3” 2” i- 3’ 2”. Reducing mod 9 we see 
711 7 (mod 9) and so 3L 2” -~ 3 (mod 9). In pal-titular, 01 =- I. Reducing 
ilIcIt 8 \vt! s;ec 3” : 3 or 1 (mod X) and so /3 I or 2. This means 3-Y’ 6 
or 12. -4s 6 71 j_ 1 (mod 13), 3’2u 17. Kow restricting the character of 
degree 12 to a nonsolvable 2- or 3-local subgroup provides a contradiction to 
the simplicity of G. Techniques of [2] or [7, $101 could also be used to show 
C I3 27 16 the 01&r of ,ST,:,(3). \Ve ha\ c s11m~n .Y ,/ 3 01. 6, and so 
.s 12. 
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\Vc assume from now on that s = 12. In particular, 3” : 1 (mod 13) and 
2” - I (mod 13). I f  ] G 1 = 13 .27 64, there can be no nonsolvahlc 2- 
or 3-local subgroup. This means b ;:: 18. If  b -=. 18, a _- 9 by [6, Cor 6.31 
as 21R:3” >, 13. This shows that b 1: 18 and a z,- 9. The following lemma 
has been proved. 
4. G CVNTAIX ~0 CON-SOLVABLE I-LOCAL %JBGROUP 
\Vc show in this section that G contains no nonsolvable 2-local subgroup. 
Suppose then .U is a maximal 2-local subgroup with I? =. O,,,(.IO. .As in 
[7, $41, R =m L x K where L = O,(iZJ), K = O,(AI). Let P be a Sylow 
2-group of J1 which of course contains K. Clearly, ;IIjR c SI43) or S’I,,,*(3). 
\\‘e show first that 33 contains a full Sylow 2-group of G. Suppose not and 
let H ~: Qi(%(K)). By [2] Prop. 1, a 13-element acts fixed point freely on I/ 
and so I II / -= 212s. As ;I1 is maximal, wc can assume J(P) c K by [7, 
Lemma 3.21. Apply [7, Lemma 3.11. There must be an Abelian subgroup .~1 
of I’ such that j JJ : C,(AKjK)l .;; i .-X/I< / 5; 8 bv 2F. However, if 
.-lK!K n 5X,(3) f  e, an involution 7 of S&(3) centralizes a subgroup of Ii 
of indcs 8. ?iow by 2F, X,(3) g IS enerated by three conjugates of T each of 
which centralizes a subspace of index at most 8. Now S&(3) has a fixed 
point in N, contradicting [2, Prop. I]. Therefore .-lK/K contains an involution 
(7 of SL,,(3)x and / AK/k’ ~ 7 2. This means o centralizes a subspace of /I of 
index at most 2. By 2F the group generated by o and a conjugate contains 7. 
Now V- ccntralizcs a subspace of H of index at most 4. AAs above, this is 
impossible. \Ve have shown 111 contains a full Sylow 2-group of G. 
‘The order of ;12 is, therefore, 2” . 3.~ 13. As a 13-clement acts fixed point 
freely on K by [2, Proposition I], K : 2rf’. I f  -11/R 2 ‘X,,*(3), 
711 _ = 2r”,“ 32 contradicting Lemma 3.1. If  M/R g S’L,(3), 2” :-- 2’“” 16 
also contradicting Lemma 3. I. We have proved the following lemma. 
Ixxrnra 4.1 . Al 2-local subgroups of G are sohable. ConsequenthI, i)y 
[S, Main Theorem], some 3-locnl sdyroup :U i.s nonsolzuble. 
5. LEhIJIAS FROM THE LV-GiiovP PAPER 
We mention in this section some lemmas from the i\‘-group paper [5] 
which apply to G. As G contains a nonsolvable 3-local subgroup 11f and 
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X,(3) has no representation in characteristic 3 of dimension less than three, 
there is an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 27. This means 3 c ~a or 
7~~ by [3, Theorem 5.4.151. By [6, Lemma 6.21, 3 E r,, . By [6, Lemma 6. I], 
2 t or . By [2, Proposition I] the centralizers of all 2 or 3 elements are 12, 31 
groups and so solvable. We state only what will be needed. In the discussion, 
we refer to result 7.1 of [5] as result N 7. I. 
I,EJIRIA 5.1. Hypotheses A\. 7.1 hold in G _f)r p = 3. Therefore, Lemnus 
.V7.l, .1:7.2, N7.3 holdin Gj&p ~~ 3. 
I’IYJOJ Hypothesis 11: 7.1 (ii) holds by the first paragraph in this section. 
Hypothesis A’ 7.1 (i) holds by the transitivity theorem [5, Theorem 8.5.41, 
the condition 3 E 7rl , and the fact that C(p) contains an clement of SCiVa(3) 
(SW, for example, the proof of [6, Lemma 3. I]) for anv /3 in C”(3). 
LEMMA 5.2. Lemma N 7.4 holds ijl G. 
Proof. ‘I‘his follows as hypothesis N7.4 (’ ) IV IS not needed in the proof 
and hypothesis :\’ 7.4 (i), (ii), (iii), (v) hold in G. 
LELIRIA 5.3. Lemma L\I 7.5 holds in G with the added feature that O,(JZ) 
has width 2. 
I’roqf. The proof of the letnma follows as in ;I’. Some simplifications are 
possible because of the restrictive assumptions. Also part (f) and the second 
statement of (e) will not be needed. Suppose then the width of O,(M) is 
3 or 4. By Lemma N 7.5c, O,(M) ~~ H IS extra special. U’e show first that 
an element T of 116 of order three centralizes a subspace of IZ,lZ(H) of order 
at most 4. Otherwise, T centralizes an element U of e’(2) by A’ Lemma 7.2. 
So\\- O,,(C(T)) =- e by (6, Lemma 6.21 and so Z’ normalizes but does not 
centralize O,(C( T)) contradicting l_ E 8 (2). 
Let S be a Sylow 3-group of M. If  S contains an elementary Abelian sub- 
group S, of rank 3, S, cannot act on I-Z/W, a space of dimension six or eight, 
with no clement centralizing a subspacc of dimension larger than two. A 
Sylow 2-group of -U/Z1 is faithfully represented on a subgroup of S. As in 
the proof of [3, Theorem 5.4.151, this Sylow ‘-group is a subgroup of G&(3). 
It now follows that b ::< 13 as / R I ...; 2”. This contradicts Lemma 3. I and 
shows O,(M) has width two. 
I,emu 5.4. If/z? E 69 and an inaolution Z centralizes /3, there are -iT, l- F /3+ 
with the follozoiq unlikely property: 
6) Zf L’ = O,(C(,Y)), i 1,’ : C,(Y)/ ; 3”“. 
Ilere 9 is dejined in N Def. 7.3. 
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Proof. Apply Lemma N7.5 which holds in G by Lemma 5.3. Here we 
find an M containing C(I) and /3. As O,(M) has width 2 by Lemma 5.3, /3 is 
a Sylow 3-group of M. If  S is a Sylow 2-group of 111, 1 S/OZ(M)] < 16 as 
S/O,(M) is faithfully represented on 8. This means by Lemma 3.1 that 
1 O,(M)1 ;I;: 2l”. Now O,(M) G R 0 T, R is extra special of order 32, T is 
either cyclic or of maximal class and order at least 2g. Here T E C(R). In 
particular, by Lemma N7.5~ an element S in /3 centralizes a subgroup 
WZ 0 0 Z,,, in O,(M). Here /3 normalizes but does not centralize IV. Also -~ .,s 
w/3= S&(3) 3 z,,, x (A-). 
Now S&(3) o Z,,, acts faithfully on O,(C(S)) 2 V by [6, Lemma 6.21. 
The center of S&(3) is generated by two conjugates of a 3-element I? in /3. A 
representation of SL,(3) 0 Zzs6 is faithful if and only if it represents the center 
of S&(3) nontrivially. I f  W is a faithful irreducible representation module for 
SL,(3) 0 & over GF(3), the center of SL,(3) acts fixed point freely on W. 
Let 1 IV / == 3t. Then 3t Z 1 (mod 256) and so t :Z 0 (mod 64). Kow 
C,(Y) has index at least 3”” or two conjugates of Y would have a fixed vector 
in II’. This would imply that the center of SL(3, 3) does not act fixed point 
freely. It follows i I’ : C,(Y); ‘,: 3a2. 
LEMMA 5.5 Let Q be a Sylozu 3-group of G. If ,Ll C,O, /3 E 22, and 
/ Q : C,(p)1 .< 331, then condition (*) ofLemma 5.4 does not hold. In particular. 
C(p) is of odd order. 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 3-group of C(X) containing C,(p), SEP+. 
Clearly, ( S : C,(p): -< 331, and so I V : C,(Y)1 < 331. If  I is an involution in 
C(p), Lemma 5.4 now yields a contradiction. 
We remark on the use to be made of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Suppose 
U E S(3) and an involution I centralizes U. Then C(I) contains an element 
of G(2) by Lemma N.5.38. By Lemma 5.1, it is in d(2) and so Lemma 5.2 
forces C(1) to be nonsolvable. As C(1) ‘L 1s solvable this is a contradiction. It 
now follows that no element of c’(3) can centralize any involution and, 
consequently, using Lemma A’ 7.l(iii), no element of U*(3) can centralize 
any involution. This will be used frequently. The definitions used here oft” 
and c’(3) are as in N $2; U*(3) is defined at the beginning of ;V 57. 
6. I~IRIINATION WHEN A SYLOW ~-GROUP HAS NON-CYCLIC CENTER 
In this section we assume that a Sylow 3-group has noncyclic center and 
reach a contradiction. This shows a Sylow 3-group of G has cyclic center. 
The first part is general and will be used later. 
Let rll be a maximal nonsolvable 3-local subgroup, K = O,(M). By 
Lemma 4.1, R = O,(M) = O,,,(M). Let H = 8,(2(K)). As an element of 
order 13 is self-centralizing, dZ/K z S&3) or SL,“(3). iYe will S~OM. first 
that J(P) == J(K) L K where P is a Splow 3-group of Jf. This fill impl!, 
that dl contains a full Sylow 3-group. Suppose then J(P) @ K. 
By 2B, : H ~ = 3”$. Suppose s ; 3. Clearl~~, P/K is the nonabelian e\;poncnt 
3 group of order 27 as this is the Sylow 3-group of X,,(3). The group I 
inferred by [7, Lemma 3.11 has order at most nine. This means any element 
of -4 --- K centralizes a subgroup of Ii of codimension at most two. But now 
any foul- conjugates centralize a subspacc of dimension at least one. As X,(3) 
is generated by three such conjugates by 3E, a 13-element central&s a non- 
trivial element of II contradicting [2, Proposition I]. WC habe sho\\n 
: II, : 27 or 729. 
Suppose ~ H 1 ~~ 729 and the action of S&(3) IS irreducible. ‘l’he represcn- 
tation must be that of the symmetric tensors of X,(3) in either of its natural 
actions 1~~ 2B. In particular, if 7 is an element of order 4, 0 z- G; the modular 
character- cp associated with it is y(e) --. 6, p(u) -= 2, q(7) 0 by 2B. The 
action of 
1 0 0 
SL,(3) 0 
i 1 () El 
is as follows: 
fI  z C,‘, cj L”, ;3 ?f., ) where I ‘, has dimension I, V, dimension 2, I,73 dimen- 
sion 3. The action is trivial on V, , natura1 on I,, , and PSL,(3) + .+Ja irre- 
ducible of degree 3 on Cg . It is a direct sum as all constituents arc in different 
3-blocks of the 3-modular representations of S1,,(3). 
I f  
I 0 0 
u _ 0 1 1 ) 
i 1 0 0 I, 
H : C,(u)1 has order 27. If  u is a 3-clement normalizing a 13-element T) 
1 II : C,,(U): = 81. This follows as CT, u>, H has two irreducible constituents 
of degr-ee three each faithful on the Frobenius group of order 39. As S&(3) 
has only two classes of 3-elements, it now follows easily from [7, Lemma 
3.11 that J(P) C K, a contradiction. We haye proved the following lemma. 
LEhlnlA 6.1. If J(P) $ K, H is either of order 27 and the action is thenatuual 
action or H has order 729 and there are two irreducible constituents of degree 3. 
Suppose now the center of a Sylow 3-group is noncyclic. Let Q bc a 
Sylow 3-group of G containing P. We assume still J(P) g K. As M is maximal, 
C(K) =: Z(K), and so Z(Q) _C K. In particular, J&(z(Q)) C ZZ. Suppose Z-I 
has order 27. Xow C,,(P/K) has order 3 and so Ql(Z(P)) has order 3. This 
contradiction shows j H 1 = 729. 
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In the case ; Ii 1 = 729, the action of M on H has two irreducible subspaces 
of dimension 3. 
If  the two constituents are identical, the involution 





((i ; 81, k 8 a)! 
which contains an element of c’(3). Th is contradicts AV 7.4 as I centralizes 
an element of C(2) by :V 5.38 and U(p) E X(p) by Lemma 1V 7.1, p -= 2, 3. 
The two constituents are therefore distinct. But now the index of the central- 
izer in H of any subgroup of order 9 is at least 27 by 2c contradicting 
[7, Lemma 3.11. 
We have proved the following lemma. 
LEnTbrA 6.2. If  a Sylow 3-group has noncyclic center, J(P) Cl K and P is 
a S’ylow 3-group of G. ‘This means N(P) c 114 and J(P) ~= J(K). Also 
.II,!K_: x43) OY X,(3)“. 
The number of Sylow 3-groups is 13 2”-‘, where 1 N(P), -m= 3” 2’. In 
.X,(3) and Z,(3)*, there are 13 .4 Sylow 3-groups by 20. If  MiKr S&(3)*‘, 
the number of Sylow 3-groups in G is 13 2b-3. EIowever, 2” ~ I (mod 9) 
and so 13 2”~” + 1 (mod 3). This means ~l~/lK~~ Z,,(3), and there are 
13 2” 2 Sylow 3-groups. Also IV(P) = PI/, I f  a 4-group. Note 13 2” z 7 1 
(mod 9). As 13 . 4 = 7 (mod 9) there must be a Sylow group Q not in 111 
such that Q n P has index 3 in P or Q. As Q g ;W, J(Q) ,b J(P) : j(K) and 
so J(Q) m# J(P n Q) and j(P) + /(P n $3). U ‘e will obtain a contradiction by 
working with this Q. 
Let 5’ -: P n Q. Now P and Q normalize S and (P, Q/,‘.S is a group of 
order 2% 3, 01 .m 2. Let Zi =m n,(Z(s)). Clearly, O,((P, Q)) := e as 3 t z-~. 
Also, S = O,((P, Qj). Let 1’ == (P, Q\, T = T/S. Now T is faithfully re- 
presented on Zr or an involution central&s Zi and hence an element of U(3) 
contradicting Lemmas N 7. I and N 7.4. As J(P) # J(S), / Zl : Ci,(P)l = 3 
by [7, Lemma 3.11. Consequently, II’s S&(3) by [3, Theorem 3.8.11. The 
representation of T on 2, has exactly one irreducible constituent isomorphic 
to the faithful 2-dimensional one and the remaining constituents trivial as 
Czl(Z’) has index 3 in Zr . As an involution I in T can centralize, no element 
of r,:*(3) and Z(P) is noncyclic, ; Z, ~ 27 and T is represented by 
I :‘g cp, where p is the natural action. This uses the fact that the different 
modular representations of S&(3) are in different 3-blocks. In particular, 
/ Q,(Z(P))I = 9 and T C C(Z) for a suitable Z in Z(P). 
\ve return now to our maximal subgroup M of G. Here R == O:,(M), 
I1 mu Qi(%(K)). Suppose first 1 H .; 3r2. We define a characteristic subgroup 
of S as follows. Let 3” be the maximal order of an Abelian subgroup of P. 
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Let J*(S) = ,<A; r-l _C_ S, B Abelian, ; d 1 > 3”‘mr;. Clearly, J’~(S) char 5’. 
Suppose A is an Abelian subgroup of S with 1 =1 / 1 3jff-l. As .1 5 I’, 
d normalizes li. Also AK/K has order at most 9. ‘The argument of [7, 
Lemma 3.11 shows i Z-I : c,,(aK/K)l 27. \Ve apply this to show .-I L K. 
Suppose not. Then P/K contains an element R such that ! H: C,(RK/K); +< 27. 
As I H 1, 312, any three conjugates of RK/K in M/K must have a fiscd 
space in H providing the usual contradiction. 
We have shown that i3 C K, and so J*(S) 4 K, and so I1 centralizes 
J*(S). In particular H n J*(S) G Z(J*(S)). Clearly, 1 H : 11 n J*(S)/ : 3. 
Also, if A 1 ‘_ 3”‘.l , d (I: S, then 1 N : il n H i 2: 3. As J(P) /- J(S), we can 
choose an Abelian subgroup B of P of order 3”l with B !$ 5‘. I f  B, == B n S, 
; B, i ._ 31$+-l. Now / Z(j*(S)) : Z(J*(S)) n B / c; 3 or : B,Z(J*(S))I : 3’“” 
and BrZ(J*(S)) is Abelian. As B $ S, i HS’jS ; = 3 and BS/S is a non-trivial 
clement of P/S. 
As Z(J*(S)) char S, 1’acts on Z(j*(S)). l’his means II’acts on Q,(Z(J*(S))). 
A 3-element in BSjS centralizes a subspace of indcr at most 3. As 
&(Z(S)) L .Q,,(Z(]*(S))), a 3- 1 e cment of i’ centralizes a subspace of index 3. 
The involution I in T now centralizes a subspace of Qn,(Z(j*(S))) of index 9. 
However, I f  n J*(S) C Q,(Z(J*(S))). Also i II : H n J*(S)1 :g 3. As I 
normalizes M, I centralizes a subspace of 11 of index at most 27, and so ccntral- 
izes a subspace of codimension at most 3. However, M cannot now act fixed 
point freely on li. ‘This contradiction shows I fI ~ : . 3g. In particular, we have 
shown that 1J ---- 3” or 3” as if j H 1 3s, Z(P) is cyclic. 
I f  the action of N on H is irreducible of degree six, the center of I is 
cyclic by 2C. If  it is of degree 6 with two identical irreducible constituents 
of degree 3, an involution centralizes Q,(Z(P)), an element of U(3) with the 
usual contradiction. This is true also if I lf / =: 3” and the representations 
are of degree 6 and 3. If  there are three representations all of degree 3, the 
same is true if the representations are all identical. I f  they arc not all identical, 
the centralizer in N of any subgroup of 1’ of order 9 has index at least 3’ 
and J*(S) C K. The earlier argument applies. 
We are left with 1 II j == 3”; the two representations of degree three are 
distinct. IYe can assume the Sylow 3-group P/K of :Il/k‘ when represented 
on H is generated by the matrices 
1 0 0 
2 I 0 
0 0 1 I and 
-I 
100 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
L? 
- .-~-- 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 1 
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Clearly, (a, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6) is G1(Z(P)). Let ,8 be the subgroup of order 9 of H 
given by the vectors (0, 0, a, 0, 0, b); a, b E GF(3). Let R/K be the subgroup 
of ilZiK isomorphic to S&(3) given by the matrices of the form 
Let 
a, b, 0 
,. -1 Cl dl 0 
0 0 1 
If x f  0, then (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, b) is not in the center of P and P has cyclic 











If ,6 E 2, Lemma 5.5 provides a contradiction. We can, therefore, assume 
g 6 9’. Let T’ be a four group normalized but not centralized by p. Let a E ,8, 
a~e,aEC(V).LetbE~suchthat(b,V)~il,.ThenV.~~_(a)i:F 
with Fe A,, F = (V, 6). Let C = C(a), S = O,(C). As O,(C) = e, C/S 
is faithfully represented on S. Also, S contains the center of a Sylow 3-group 
of G. In particular, m(J2i(Z(S))) > 2. 
Let Q be a Sylow 3-group of C containing p = C,(a). Our choice of /3 
assures / Q : r” / < 9 as 1 P : C&7)1 = 9. This means also 1 S : C,(b)1 < 9. 
But now j S : C,(b)/ = 9, and Q is a Sylow 3-group of G, as an irreducible 
representation of F over GF(3), must have degree three. Here F is faithfully 
represented on S because C-is as we now show. As C(S) C S, Q,(Z(S)) contains 
an element of C’(3), and so JT is faithfully represented on Ql(Z(S)) as the 
centralizer of an element of 1 T(3) has odd order. The following argument 
will be needed later. We isolate it for later use. An argument similar to this 
is given in an early version of the I\--group paper. 
.-lugument 6.1. Now let L m= (Q, F, and R ~. O,(L). Again F is faithfully 
represented on Q,(Z(R)) and ( R : c’,(b), 9. Let r be the part of a chief 
series from 1 to R. Let C be the elementary Abelian 3-group vvhich is the 
direct product of the chief factors of IY Apply I,emma :I- 5.42 with S pm L:R 
acting on C. Clearly, (a) and (b) hold. 1,et b in S play the role of 2 in Lemma 
S 5.42. As ~ R : C,(b)j ~~ 9, i (’ : C’<.(b) 9. There must bc exactly one 
irreducible constituent of F of degree three, and so (c) holds. If  I L) (4 
holds as 6 normalizes but does not centralize I’. Finally, (, CJ,(b)R, as 
1 R : C,(h)( 9. This means /, C Z(QjK), and so (c) holds. 
Applying Lemma :%‘5.42, [O,(S), h] IS either a four group C’ or is the 
central product of two quatcrnion groups. As b IS in the center of a Sylo~ 
3-group of S, b C O,,,,(S) = O,,,(S). As [I ?, n] :~ 1 -, J-c: O,,(S) and even in 
[O,~(S), h]. AS L <,o,F ) I, has 2-length I and so I, mu O,,,,,(L). Also 
[O,,(S), h] is a Sylow 2-group of I, as h is central in Q. 
Now Fis faithfully represcntcd on Q,(%(R)) as Qn,(%(R)). I,et % : Ql(%(R)). 
‘This means Z : C,(/l)l 9 and there is exactly one irreducible constituent 
of % under the action of F of degree 3. The remaining constituents arc of 
degree I. By [3, Theorem 5.3.51, /Z mm C’,( 1’)[R, V]. It follows that 
i[R, I-]’ 27 and [R, I~‘] C Z(R). Nou. C,(J’) n [R, I’] e, and so 
I( C,( I,-) ~,’ [R, I’]. =\lso F centralizes C,( I .). I& Tt; he an S, of L. I f  
I’ ?I’, R .-I * .: H,, , where [R, I-1 II,, , ~ II,, 27, and A-1* c’,(I-). 
This means :I* ~3 0 and H, ~‘1 ,O. If  JJ,‘v 0, c 0, , let I be Z( II/). .%gain -- 
R [I, R] C,?(I). An irreducible rcprescntation of JJ’ representing I’ trivially 
must represent 1 triviallv as / is in the normal closure of I I in S. It follows 
that [R, 111 3’ or 1 ‘as I Zi : C’,( I-)’ 27. Clearly, CR(I) & fi, as 1 is 
faithfully represented on R. ‘I’his mans C’,(Z)’ 3’. Now R z4 ?’ i [I,, 1 
vvhcrc II,, is clemcntary hbelian of order 34 and -4” C,(I). Again ‘-1” I 0 
and M,, KJ Q. In both cases, vvc ha\-c shown R H,, v  .4* where H,, -3 Q, 
.-I * . .: 0, =3* centralizes I;. Also H,, is elementar!; Abelian of order 27 or 8 1. 
This completes the argument 6. I which vvill bc needed later for the proof of 
Lemma 8.4. 
Now .3- must be cyclic as if not =I” contains an clcmcnt C’ of l:*(3). 
This is impossible because 4 I ) C( C’)I. The structure wc have obtained 
for Q is novv inconsistent with the structure obtained earlier. Suppose first 
’ H” = 27. This means V is a Sylow 2-group of I, and L/VR 1 3. sow 
0 has no Abelian subgroup of rank 6 and cannot be a Sylow 3-group of G. 
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In the final case, i N, ~ =-- 3. and a Sylow 2-group of L is IT’” Qs 0 0, . The 
Sylow 3-group of L/R has order 3 or 9. Sow C,(b) = Cp((a, 6)) ==~ C,(p). 
The structure of this is reasonably determined and contains II an elementary 
Abelian group of order 3”. Here C,(b) E .3” x Z, i: Za , where .-I c is 
cyclic. Kow f&R is elementary Xbelian of order 3 or 9 and contains h. It 
follows Co(b) has no Abclian subgroup of rank 6. ‘I‘his final case is impossible 
and M’C have proved the following lemma. 
I,mrx4 6.3. The Sylow 3-group of G hns cyclic center. 
7. 7’IIE ~YMPLIXTIC CASE 
Let Z be the subgroup of order three in the center of a Svlow 3-group 
f-J, L = O,(C(Z)), X = lV((Z:). In th is section, we assume L is of the sym- 
plectic type. This corresponds to Lemmas IV 9.1-9.10. Of course, the treat- 
ment here is far simpler because of the restrictive assumptions. 
Suppose first the width of L is 1. As in Lemma N 9.1, I Q/L 1 = 3 and 
Os’(;V);‘L g SL,(3). As If is elementary Abelian of order (27)“‘, 1 E-1 1 I= 27. 
Recall M is a maximal 3-local subgroup of G, K := O,(M), N m= Qr(Z(K)). 
Also P is a Sylow 3-group of 111. Assume PC Q. As L has no subgroup 
isomorphic to f1, H $L. As Q,(C(K)) II, Z c II. Now ;\:o(If)/ff is 
Abelian as LIZ is *kbelian and :VrL(N)N == ;Vro(E-I). This is impossible as a 
S\;low 3-group of SL,(3) is non-Abelian. 
11-e may assume now the width of I, is at least two. In particular, Lcrnma 
1V 7.2 applies as hypothesis i\: 7.2 is valid in G. Consequently, if p is a sub- 
group of type (3, 3) of L containing Z, /3 E d (3). Now C(/3) is a 3-groups 1)) 
Lemma N 7.4. This follows, as an involution centralizing ,B also centralizes 
an element of c:(2) by Lemma N 5.38, and an element of U(2) is in d (2) 
by Lemma N 7.1. The Sylow 2-group of C(Z) must be cyclic or quaternion, 
as otherwise an element of order 2 in C(Z) would centralize an elementary 
subgroup of L of order 9 containing Z. 
Again choose 0 such that 1’ C ,Q. If  Z3 gL, LH = ,O as the Sylow 
2-group of C(Z) is cyclic or quaternion and so 1 Q/L 1 < 3. Again Z 12 I1. 
This again means Aro(ll)jF1 is Abelian contradicting P c Xc,(H) and P:H 
non-Abelian. This means 11 CL. Now L !T N(i3), as L is of symplectic type 
and Z C H. Either P = Q or P == L, / Q : P 1 = 3. Now in ;I1 a 4-group I; 
normalizes P. An involution 1 E V+ centralizes 2. As 1 centralizes no element 
of order 3 in L except Z, C,(I) is cyclic, CH(I) -= Z and by 4F I H 1 = 27. 
Now C,(Z)/K contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL,(3) with IK/K the 
center. It follows that P = ,O and C,,(Z) =~: C(Z). This means KC L and 
I Q : L j -7 3. If  K 7’; H, I, acts trivially on K/11, and so does M,lK. This 
means K = H. Now / (2 I = 36 contradicting Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 7.1. O,(C(Z)) is not of the gmplectic type. 
8. Tm N~~v-SY~~PL~X;TIC CASE 
We assume in this section that O,(C(Z)) IS not of symplectic type. This is 
the case treated in JV Lemmas 9.1 l-9.36. The condition 2 m 3 of N 49 
does not seem to be needed here but is probably implicit. The treatment 
uses two lemmas from an early version of the AV-group paper, Lemmas 8.4 
and 8.5. The proofs here are essentially the same proofs that appeared in the 
early unpublished version of the N-group paper. The restrictive assumptions 
about G make the proofs a little easier. 
The notation is as in Section 7. Thus let Q be a Sylow 3-group of G, 
Z : Qi(Z(Q)). Let L p-z O,(C(Z)), :V :: N(Z). Let 1- be a minimal normal 
noncyclic elementary Abelian 3-group of S. Here 1’ exists as L is not of 
symplectic type. The statement and proofs of Lemmas :V 9.11 and N 9.12 
go through entirely as in 1V. This includes the discussion on page 51 1 pre- 
ceding the proof of Lemma -V 9.1 I. LVe state these lemmas here for con- 
venience. 
kWVA 8.1. (i) If s is a {?, 3) ,, soup of G containing an element A of 
X(3), then O,(S) = 1. 
(ii) I f  A E&‘(3), then ! C(A); is odd. 
I,ERIMA 8.2. (i) Jffl is an involution of C(Z), then 1 inverts Y’I. 
(ii) C(Z) contains no four group. 
(iii) I f  T is an .Ibeliun 2-gvoup of IV, then /l,(T) is a 2-group. 
(iv) The Sylow 2-group of C(Z) is quaternion or cyclic. 
Proof. All but Lemma 8.2 (iv) arc as in Lemmas N 9.11 and 9.12. 
Lemma 8.2 (iv) follows from Lemma 8.2 (ii) and the classification of 2-groups 
with only one involution. 
We show now that N(Q) contains a four group PT. As Q has cyclic center, 
this will imply f’ c N. Recall M is a maximal 3-local subgroup, O,(M) = K, 
Q,(Z(K)) =: H. Also P is a Sylow 3-group of M and we assume P C Q. 
Suppose first J(P) + J(K). This means I H / has order 27 or 729 by 
Lemma 6.1. If  ! H = 27 the representation is natural. As Q,(C(K)) := H, 
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Z E II. As % is the only fixed point under the action of P/K on H, C(Z) > P. 
Represent Z in N by i . Now C,(Z) 
0 
contains four Sylow 3-groups 
and has a quaternion Sylow 2-group of order 8. Also, an element of order 
two in M inverts 2. It follows that C’(Z) has four Sylow 3-groups and a 
quaternion Sylow 2-group of order 8. As an element of order 2 inverts Z, 
:V must contain a four group normalizing Q. If  1 H / := 729 Af/K acting on 
Ii has two identical constituents of degree 3 by [7, Lemma 3.11 and 2C. 
Now C,(P,‘K) has order 3 or 9 and contains Z. Again C,M(Z) contains four 
Sylow 3-groups and a quaternion Sylow 2-group. There is also an involution 
in ;V inverting Z. Again C(Z) h as f  our Sylow 3-groups and a quaternion 
Sylow 2-group. Also N(Q) contains a four group I/: In each case, then, 
.V(Q) contains a four group. Some conjugate of 1; also normalizes P. 
If  J(P) == J(K), then P = Q and N(P) c .;V. Also ilZ/KPz S’&(3) or 
S&(3)*. In particular, a 4-group normalizes P as a 4-group normalizes a 
Sylow 3-group of X,(3). Th‘ IS means C(Z) contains an involution I and l\’ 
contains a 4-group. R:e have proved the following lemma: 
IdEMhl.4 8.3. The normalizer of Q contains a four group k-. .31.~0, a four 
group normalizing P also normalizes Q. 
The next two lemmas essentially appear in an early version of the 11’ group 
paper. The second lemma places a severe restriction on the structure of Q 
and is our goal. 
Lrxnr1r.k 8.4. G cannot contain an element c of order 3 with the followin<? 
properties. 
(a) If Q is a Sylow 3-poup of C(c), then i Q 1 = 30-l. 
(17) C(c) contains a subgroup FE ‘4, . 
(c) .!ln element b of F sati.sjies b c Q, Q : C,(b); = 9. 
Proof. Let I, = (Q, F>. Clearly, L 2 C(c) and so L is a (2, 31 group. Let 
R m= O,(L). As O,,(C(c)) := e, L/R is faithfully represented on R. Note that 
F’ =m= V is faithfully represented on Q1(Z(R)) as B,(Z(R)) contains a conjugate 
of Z and so a four group cannot centralize it by Lemma 8.2. 
\\‘e now refer to argument 6.1. The notation has been chosen to be identical. 
This argument, applied word for word, shows R = IT,,, x A*, where 
?I, -3 Q, A* Q Q, and .4* centralizes F. Also HO is elementary iZbelian of 
order 27 or 81. 
1l;e now show .4* is cyclic. I f  not, let J, be an elementary Abelian sub- 
group of order 9 normal in Q. Suppose -4,$s. Let W be a 4-group normalized 
but not centralized by A, . Let T’E -4i*, WE C(Y). If  X E ,4,#, then <X\ + Z 
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by Lemma 8.2 as F, and so J -17’ centralizes ,Y. This means a Sylow 3-group 
of C( 1-) has order at most 3”m ’ and C,( 1’) is of index at most 3 in a Sylow 3- 
group of C(1’). Now [O,(C(I?), -4, , -ql] 1. This means .4, is reprcsentcd 
faithfully in a representation for which a 3-element has quadratic minimal 
polynomial. This is a contradiction and shows ‘4, E 2. 
Kow if S is a Sqlow 3-group of G containing 0, I S : (‘s(z-ll); 9 and so 
Lemma 5.5. applies. This is a contradiction as I? =-~ F’ c~ C(.-ll). 
Y I o\\ as _ -I” is cyclic, R is Abclian. Assume first :I” ; 9. Suppose 
R j(Q). Then B 7: Q,(R) char Q. 7’1 ‘. ]I$ means R is normal in a Sylow 
3-group of G, and so B - Z. This contradicts Lemma 8.2 and infers 
-1 R This means O,li has order 9 as Y/K is faithfully represented on 
$‘)n$ Pk ‘, / or 0 &b I ’ ‘t’ ,4ny element of (;),‘R must centralize .-I”. Sow . 1 
:I” L Z($). This me~~s’&~Z(Q)) i= .-1, and so Q,(.A *) ~~ -Q1(iY(Z(QL,,)) char (>. 
.%gain Q,(.q’) 1 % contradicting Lemma 8.2. This rncans :I * 3. 
SOK R 3”. As QiR is faithfullv I-cprescnted on 0, 0, or Z? zc , 
0’ ’ 3; and n e’ 8. This contradicts Lemnla 3.1 and completes the proof 
of Lemma 8.4. 
The follwving lemma shows the Xbelian 3-rank of a S!,loM 3-group of G 
is at most four. Let ,O bc a Sylow 3-group of G, bY a 4-group normalizing 0 
and P. Such a L’ csists by Lemma 8.3. 
PfwoJ Suppose d -3 QL, no I 4. As Q!c- is supersolvable, (I;‘ has a 
normal elementary Abelian subgroup I> of order 81. 
Suppose 1. contains an involution I such that C,(I) contains an element .-I 
of ‘i. Now C(I) contains A and an element of U(2). Ss I G&(3):,, 3l”, 
0 : (‘&I); 310 and so j Q : C&,1)1 ,-:’ 3”l. Lemma 5.5 sho\vs this is 
impossible. 11”~ can, therefore, assume that a group of order 9 in VU(r) is 
not in I/. 
Let I-,, (‘y(Z). Ry Lemma 8.2, I‘,, : ;\I, 1 2. Let II,, C,(I). 
Suppose I), 2 Z. Let ,+J be a subgroup of Do containing Z of order 9. Bs 
A # 2, there is a four group W of G normalized but not centralized by ;I. 
Let s C,‘,( lV). \Ve now examine C(S). Let g be a Sylow 3-group of C(&Y;) 
which contains C,(S). Clearly, ; Q 1 < 3’” by Lemma 8.2. In G1,(4, 3) a 
Sylow 3-group P is given by all upper triangular matrices with diagonal 
entries 1. Sow C,(y) for any vector y  has index at most 27 in P. This means 
/ Q : CO(<Y) / :.’ 27. In particular, j p : C,(S)1 ~~~ I, 3, or 9. However, 
If/il,l<S\ N .A, 
( Q : C,(S)/ 
is faithfully represented on O,(C(S)). This means 
9, / & j = 3@;. All hypothesis of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied 
and a contradiction is reached. 
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This means C,(Z) = 2 and so I inverts D/Z. As / D/Z -= 27, some 
in\-olution 1r centralizes a subgroup of D of order 9. Choose --l to be such a 
subgroup. By Lemma 8.2, ,4 n Z = I. Now 1 inverts ,4 since I inverts 
c’,(Ii). Hence V normalizes every subgroup of rl. 
As .I $2, let W be a four group of G normalized but not centralized I~!, .-l. 
Let ,\I = C,(W), & = C,(S). As above 1 Q : & j c;_ 27. 
Suppose first ?iz(Z(&)) J 4. S’ mce I’ normalizes Q, X, it normalizes Q and 
hence Z(Q). Let J be an involution of I’ with C(j) n Z(Q) noncyclic. I,et 
-2” be an elementary Abelian group of order nine in C(J) n Z(o). Xow 
Co(--l*) is of index at most 27 in Q. Using Lemma 5.5, ,d* is not in P’. 
But now the argument above applied to .-lx provides elements satisfying 
Lemma 8.3. ‘This is a contradiction and shows WZ(Z(Q)) : 3. 
Suppose $ is a Sylow 3-group of C(AY). Then O,(C(X)) C Q CQ. Kow 
[O,,(C(.\?), =3, -41 :z I and so W&4/S cannot be faithfully represented on 
O:,(C(S)). Therefore, Q is not a Sylow 3-group of C(X). Let ;I6 = Q,(Z(Q)). 
‘Then 1 M / .z 27. Now TT, .Vo(lll), and lVc.(X,(;l(l) all normalize 121. Also 
lV,(;W) >, Q and Nc.(X,(;ll) .:> &. Recall S + Z by Lemma 8.2. Let L be 
V(J1);C(ll~). Clearly, L is a subgroup of G1,(3, 3). As Z + X, the action is 
not transitive on the subgroups of order 3 of 1M. Consequently, 13 + / L 
Also, L has more than one Sylow 3-group as iVo(dZ) > Q, and & is not a 
Sylow 3-group of C(dY). N ow Xo(ilZ) fixes % but not X, and a Sylow 3-group 
of :V(J/) n C(S) fixes S but not Z. Note that the four group I,- normalizes 
a nontrivial 3-group No(;l/I) C(:W)/C(Jr) of L. 
IYe now examine the action of I’ on JI. I f  / iI1 i 9, L is a subgroup of 
G&,(3) containing four Sylow 3-groups. 411 subgroups of M are conjugate 
under the action of L and so S w Z. This shows 1 nf i 27. Let e, ~: S, 
e, Z. Iet E:~ he a third independent vector of M fixed by I _. I f  either I, /, 
or 17 ccntralizcs a subspace of ;l;I( of dimension two, the argument above 
treating nz(Z(Q)) .‘a 4 yields a contradiction. Consequently, with respect to 
the basis ei , rZ , e, , the matrices for I, J, and 1.f arc 
If  I, contains the matrix 




C(Z) contains a 4-group contradicting Lemma 8.2. 
1l’e show now that the conditions imposed on L and 112 are contradictory. 
In particular, they infer S k Z. \Ve have established 1 L : -= 3*20, u: .,_ I, 
p ,r 2. Let L, -~ 03’(L). Clearly, L, C SL,(3). We have established L, has at 
least four Sylow 3-groups. The Sylow 2-group of L, must be either a four. 
group or a quaternion group. Suppose L, z SL,(3). One of the involutions 
of If’ must bc in L, . As L, does not fix either S or %, this involution is 1.f. 
But no\%- &Y h Z in L, , as& normalizes the space inverted by 11. If  I,, :>. &11 I , 
again some involution of 1’ must be in f,1 . However, the involutions of I- 
normalize some Sylow 3-group, but those of L, do not. This shows 
L, * SL,(3) or 8, . I f  O,(L,) bum e, this is a contradiction. 
LVc infer from this that O,(L,) ;J’ r. I f  O,(L,) of= P, this is impossible in 
SL,(3). Consequently, 0,(1,,) =# E, and i O,(L,) 9. It follows easily that 
L,~O,(I,,) ~6 S1,,(3), and 1, is of index 13 in SL,(3). This means 1, is the 
stabilizer of either a prqjective point or a projective line. The permutation 
representation on the projective points is doubly transitive. As I, tixes neither 
S nor Z, this means S N % ifl, fixes a point. ‘l’his means I, is the stabilizer 
of a projective line. There arc two orbits of points; four in the line fixed I~! 
L, and nine outside this lint. As Z + S, % nlust be in one of the orbits, .J’ in 
the other. Sow as / Q : 0 1 27 and 0 1: C(J1), 0 : 0 ~ 27. As a Sylov 
3-group of I; has order 27, it fives at least one point in the orbit of length 4. 
It follows Z is in the orbit of length 4. In particular, Q C .V(-ll). Now 
Q : Q/C(M) has order 27 and acts on the orbit of length nine containing S. 
It is immediate that IQ : C,(S)1 -1 9 and so ~ 0 : e i .:: 9. ‘I’his contradicts 
‘Q:Q 27 and finallv establishes that Ql- contains no normal Abclian 
subgroups of rank four or more. 
This shows that every normal -lb&an subgroup of QC- has rank at most 27. 
Let E be any elementary Abelian normal subgroup of maximal rank of QI’. 
As or,’ is supervolvable, it follows that Q,(Co,(F)) CF. as in the proof of 
[3, Lemma 5.4.141. If  B 1s any elementary Abelian group of 0 of rank greater 
than 4, then CILI(F) $ZP, a contradiction. ‘Therefore, ,Q has Abelian subgroups 
of rank at most four. 
1Ve retrlrn to G. Recall N is a maximal nonsolvable subgroup of G, 
K --~- O,,(ilf), II ---: 0,(%(K)). As th et-e arc no Abelian 3-groups of ordcl 
greater than 81, 1 II i ~: 27. As X,(3)* h as no representation over GF(3) 
of dimension 3, AqiK g X,,(3). Also c’(iJ) -mu R as 112 is maximal. Ixt P 
be a Sylow 3-group of M and Q a Sylo\v 3-group of G containing P, I. a four 
group normalizing P and Q. Let % 1 Q,(Z(Q)) -- Q1(Z(P)) C II, nT == X(Z), 
L ::: O,(N). Let I; be a minimal noncyclic normal Abelian subgroup of 1\ 
contained in 1,. As 1 H 1 27, C,(Z) has a quaternion Sylow 2-group and 
four Sylow 3-groups. It follows, X/L _p. G&(3). Clearly, j 1’ 1 //- 9 1,~ 
Lemma 8.1. As 1 1’ j 2: 27 by Lemma 8.5, Y cm: 27. By Lemma 8.5, 
Q,(C( I;)) 1.. 
Suppose first H g K. If  K is Abelian, K is homocyclic as m(R,(K)) -~ 3. 
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As K normalizes Y, H centralizes I’ and so H : Y. If  K is non-Abelian, 
11 c K’. Clearly, C(Y) CL by Lemma 8. I. Also XL(Y)/CL( Y) is Abelian, as 
C( 1‘) _(_ I, and j Q : L i == 3. As K CL normalizes Y, we have that K’ ccntral- 
izes I’, and, consequently, H centralizes I’. However, as Q,(C( I’)) == Y, this 
implies II = I’. In particular, M contains a full Sylow 3-group of G. This 
shows 11 =: -Q,(K). As the subgroups of H are permuted transitively by the 
automorphism group of K, Boen’s theorem [4] now shows K is Abelian. \\.c 
infer K is homocyclic. 
\Ve no\v count Sylow 3-groups as in the argument following Lemma 6.2. 
Our arguments have shown that N(Q) = QV, as an element normalizing Q, 
normalizes 2, and so is in N. The number of Sylow 3-groups of G is 
13 2”/4. The number in 112 is 13 .4 = 7 (mod 9). As 13 + 2b/4 x 1 (mod 9), 
there must be a Sylow 3-group R with K $ X such that 1 P : P n R j --- 3. 
Our restrictions on K show Y = Q,(P(K)). Also 1’ z-2 Q,(gl(P)). I f  
h7 j ST\ 39, Y = B,(Br(P n R)) and so R G ll’( 1’). I f  1 K i : 36 and I’ :-- 
Q,(W(P n R)), R is again in N(l). This means j K 1 -= 3”, and P n R n I; 
has index 3 in K. Now ,Q,(Ui(P n R)) -= U a subgroup of order 9 in 1‘. 
Kow S(c) contains R and P. However, all subgroups of order 9 of 1’ are 
conjugate under the action of M/K. WC have established that C(y) L: ,lI for 
anyy in YX-. This means C( 0’) C 111. Also ,11/k- induces the full automorphism 
group, GL,(3) on c. This means N( 7,‘) _C JI L d ?n so R i ,1/. This contradiction 
shops finally 11 = K. 
\Ce assume now E1 = K. AS : II i = 27 and i ;11/f1 I3 -= 27, P is of index 
at least 27 in ,O by Lemma 3.1. Here c’(I3) =: II and Q,(C(Y)) z-y 1-. \ve 
now examine Y n f1. Clearly, Z E I’ n EI. As N(H) does not contain a full 
Sylovv 3-group of G, Y n If .$ Y. 
Suppose H n Y 2 2. Then c! m= If n Y is invariant under CA[JZ). IIow- 
ever, this implies I3 = I’ as C,(Z) conjugates the elements of 7:’ to 11. This 
sho~vs II n Y = Z. This means C(Y) n Tf = Z. 
&%-\s l- -:I Q, C,(Y) is of index at most 27 in 0. ,%s II n C( I’) %, 
I Q : C,(l-)I = 9 or 27. Rp Lemma 3.1, / Q ! > 3” and so 1 C,( 1) ? 3”. 
Let cr be the involution of II’ centralizing Z and 7 an involution of v  inverting 
Z. ~1s a Sylow 2-group of C(Z) is quaternion and u cannot centralize Y, 
(T inverts Y/Z. Also (T inverts II/Z. This means cr inverts HYjZ and so 13Y’,‘Z 
is clcmcntary Abelian and so Z3J’ is extra special of order 3”. In particular, 
1’ 1-1 Y(II) and so Y C: M. \ve can assume Y C P. 
Sow let Y1 be a minimal normal subgroup of C(Z), properly containing 1’ 
and contained in C(Y). Kow C(Z)/Lz SL,(3) is represented on I’JY. If  
o inverts l’i/Z: then YIH/Z is inverted by o and is Abelian. However, now 
Yi <: X(H), a contradiction as N(E1) n C(Y) = Y. Therefore, o centralizes 
Y-i/Y. Either YJY has order 27 or 3 as it represents A, irreducibly. I f  
I I, )/ J- = 27, o would act trivially on the Frattini quotient and so trivially 
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on 1-. Therefore 1 Y1/l- ~ 3. NOW C(0) n Yl ,qw, ) where II’ has 
order 9. Clearly, II’” -: Z. Let 1’ ’ I’, H, IV A4s c: cv; : CL,(,), T nor- 
malizes IV, and so ‘T inverts M’ as 7 inverts 1V’ = %. 
TVe now consider the action of It7 on S (\ff, Y, . As S is a subgroup of 
’ IT1 , II1 of index 3, IV normalizes .\‘. Also [H, IV] c f5 as IV+ N(H). This 
means [if, II’] ($ %. As tl normalizes Y1 , [H, IV] Cr Y. As [N, I;] is 
:\:(]I) n C(Z) invariant, %[H, IV] I’. Clearly, [I’, TV] m= E as WC C( 1’). 
The action of TIT on j’ I’, I-I , % can now tx represcntcd 13~ the matrix 
Now let II’, be an element of C( lo-) such that II’,” E K, , M., + I~, , and 
I-, , IT,’ 1 is invariant under 21’. Now t-i, I7 char H. I-, ‘, as fflw/% =- 
J(1-lJ-,:Z). Also If normalizes I~, , If; , and so N’, normalizes II, I-, 
This rue;ms IV, normalizes H, I., and so the series H, 1.‘ /Z. I f  TT’,” II,’ 
(mod II, 1. ), then ti’, acts on H, I” /% and so its matrix cubes to 
H owever, 11, fixes T-;‘%. ‘I’here is now a vector C of l-I/% such that 
IV1( F) = I. j X where x E 1.,Z. Now 9 m= (W,)“(x) + W(X). Therefore, 
U’, , Ii-, 1. /I’ is elementary Abclian. If  the action of 0 is not trivial on this 
group, (i acts invertingly on a subgroup of W1 , IV, Y, JZ ,‘Z of index three 
contradicting C(II) mm= N. TI ‘. h 11s s ows 0 acts trivially on TV, ) cv, Y ; 1’ and 
so rr;,:3 IV” = Z. However, some clement in WI , IV‘ - % has order 3 
contradicting 1’ = Q,(C( Y)). This final contradiction together with Lem- 
ma 7.1 completes the proof of the final Lemma 8.6. 
Im\rm~ X.6. The Sylow 3-pwup of G has noncyclic center. 
Now Lemmas 6.3 and 8.6 complete the proof of Theorem I. 
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